We have studied the time distributions of 242 leptonic de---0 cays of neutral K mesons produced in the reaction K + P-'> K + n.
We find no significant violation of the 6. S = 6. Q rule. 
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where the ± corresponds to the electron charge, x = gif, A. S and A.L are the KS and KL total decay rates, and a is the ITlass difference ITl(KS) -ITl(K L ). 2
Conservation of CP in the decay process iITlplies that x is real; the 6. S = 6. Q rule requires x = O. Laboratory hydrogen bubble chamber to a K-beam with momenta in the range 340-425 MeV/c. The data on which we report here are based on 10 6 pictures, in which 45000 KO we re produced inside the fiducial volume in the reaction
These data represent about 70 % of the expected total.
The pictures are scanned for V's; if both a V and a O-prong are found, they are measured and four-constraint (4-c) fits to KO and A production and two-body decay are attempted. ,Our choice of a fiduCial volume and a maximum dip angle for charged tracks is governed by our desire to identify lepton tracks by comparison of bubble densities. To be free of time-dependent biases, the probability of identification must be independent of the position of the decay vertex in the chamber. However, we find that this probability depends on track length if the lepton track appears shorter than 3 cm in two of more views on a -3- To remove the scanning bias against events with short neutral tracks, we reject a candidate if the decay vertex, projected onto the beam plane, lies inside a rectangular region extending 3.5 mm ahead of the production vertex, 2.5 mm behind it, and 1. 75 mm to each side.
ELIMINATION OF BACKGROUND
We make three cuts before careful examination of candidates.
(a) We eliminate two-pion decays with a Coulomb scattering or iT -. I-l v , decay of one pion by means of 1-c fits to KO production and two-pion decay, in which first one and then the other pion is considered unmeasured. 5 (b) We reject events fitting the 1-c hypothesis of KO production and radiative two-pion (iT + iT -y) decay when the photon momentum in the K restframe, p , is les s than 50 MeV/c. y (c) We remove" second-order" background, amounting to about 10 events, by means of a fit in which the errors on the tracks of the V are increased.
Principal sources of these events are: (1) iT + iT-y decays in which a Coulomb scattering of one of the pions spoils the fit to the iTiTy hypothesis, (2). iT + iT -yy decays, and (3) events in which the reaction sequence is K-+ P -. KO + n + y, KS -. iT++ iT-, followed by Coulomb scattering of a pion. The increases in the errors are calculated from the expected photon spectrum and the Rutherford formula.
Having made the above cuts, we examine the track densities of the remaining candidates on a scanning projector. When the appearance agrees with the interpretation as background, we reject an event if:
The confidence level for the 4-c fit to K production and two-pion de--5 cay is greater than 5 X 10
This removes all remaining two-pion decays in which the KS comes from a normal production vertex.
(e) The confidence level for a 1-c fit to the two-bodydecayof a KS or A of '" unknown origin is greater than 5X10 ... 4 . , This cut eliminates two-bodywC).ll VIS
L~
and events in which a neutral particle is produced abnormally or scatters in flight before decaying via a two-body mode. Finally, we find that the three-pion decay mode of the K O is well separated from the leptonic modes by kinematics, so it does not give ris e to any background.
,We subjected simulated leptonic decays to cuts similar to those described above and found that 35% of them were rejected. The rejected simulated events showed no biases in their decay time distribution.
IDENTIFICATION OF LEPTONS
We have been able to identify the lepton in 125 of the 242 events remaining after cuts (a)-(g). In the great majority of cases this was done by comparisonof track densities, but occasionally decays or 6 rays were used. We find that the probability of a lTlT '{ decay fitting the hypothesis of IT fJ. v decay depends on the length of the neutral track. We therefore retain even the 12 unam.biguous IT + IT -'{ events, and include a correction term. with KS tim.e-dependence in the tim.e distribution of the 108 events in which the lepton is not identified.
We estim.ate that the other sources of background contribute about one event with the KS lifetim.e and about one with the KL lifetim.e. We have not corrected for these events. We make three further checks on the consistency of our data with the ~S = ~Q rule.
(1)' We compare our value of the charge ratio, R = (number of negative leptons)/(number of positive leptons) = 1.63 ±0.29, with the ~S = ~Q prediction, R = 1.35.
(2) We assume that ~S = ~Q and compute the absolute leptonic decay rate (3) As an important but not independent check, we assume that ~S = ~Q and make a maximum-likelihood estimate of the magnitude of the mass difference. We find 161=(0.41~~:!~)X1010sec-1.
We conclude that our data are in good agreement with the ~S = :'~Q rule. 
This result is not very sensitive to our choice of 10 I. 8
The associated likelihood contours are shown in Fig. 2(c) . We see that the likelihood for x = 0 is e -2 times the maximum likelihood. For two parameters we expect this ratio to be about e -1, if the hypothesis x = 0 is correct.
The result (7) may be compared with those of earlier experiments. 9, 10
In the statistically most significant of these, Hill et al. 9 found from a maximum likelihood analysis of 335 events the result Re(x) = 0.17±0.10 and
Im(x) =-0: 20 ± 0 .10. Our result is ingo0d agreement with this value.
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The time distributions corresponding to the most likely value of x are indicated by broken curves ln Fig. 1 . The X 2 for this hypothesis is 25.7. with~ < X2>:::: 28.
We make the same consistency checks for result ( The overall fit for result (7) is slightly better than that for the 6.S = 6.Q rule. However, this cannot be interpreted as evidence of violation of the rule, because the 6.S = 6.Q prediction already fits the data very well.
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